Toknow TIME correctly and be knowledgable on the incorrect TIME

everyone is going by helps egocentric behavior and it is this behavior
that „can develop. spiritual strength which can be passed on to those
that need it. This is the rule and it cannot be changed.
Onelmust have a personal interest in one self' before one can help 1
or develop another's personal interest. This egocentric behavior
also applies to spiritual rules and lifestyles.
TO HAVE AND IT IS SO BEAUTIFUL, ONE WANTS EVERYONE ELSE TO HAVE IT
Knowledge always creates a state of competition but it is wisdom
that creates a state of lonílness because it can only be shared with
THE CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT. Competition cannot be shared. If it could
be, it would not be competition.
If there is a science which is neither knowledge or Wisdom and it
can _be shared with other human beings, then the union is needed to
make this science complete. That is tribal law.
Egocentric behavior creates committement which is needed to finish
one's personal time slots that was persented from the CREATOR, GREAT
SPIRIT.
Do you know the exact TIME reference you are living by?
When you make reference to TID/E from the GREGORIAN CALENDAR, do
you know‘al1 the adjustments and when they were changed? "
If what TIME it is, holds no concern to you, then you have no
concern to a spiritual life or spiritual power. There is no substitute
for this. You can be the best read and best traveled in search for a
deeper spiritual walk or' a deeper spiritual experience, all you will
be able to do is relate the events of the search. Nothing else!
V The civilized teach that one must be modest, meek, selfless, unassumlng
and submissive to be spiritual. But' these rules were handed‘down from
the Truiene Confederacy, not the CREATOR, GREATSPIRIT. A
Show me an Indian of the Amer'ica's Medicine P_erson with these

